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• An Exhibition Plus consultation project 2013

The now landlocked tower

• Heritage Lottery successful £1.5 million Round 1 Application
• Now working up to next stage
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Working with the a space team, developing the successful £1.5 million first round
HLF application for this Southampton grade 1 listed building and ancient monument.
The building was a cornerstone to old Southampton's defence, then a town gaol,
mortuary and site of lost the Albert sculpture and till recently the Museum of Archaeology.
The proposal aims to revitalise the Old Town, become a destination on the Wall Walk
and a new arts, music and interpretation complex.

The sea once lapped against the cities town walls - now mostly lost in a sea of urban development.
This proposal will return the sea to visitors of Southampton’s Old Town.

NEW WING

TRACING THE OLD TIDAL FLOW

The proposal will reveal the old tidal flow

Display slats on all surfaces allow for inclusion of a number of fittings including cases of
any size, graphics panels and an easily up datable monitor can include video footage
streamed to it from a remote source. Clip on lighting allows for variable lighting effects.
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An app will synchronise to your movement

A vertical video wall will cut thru’ the tower
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Gods House Tower as an 18th Century gaol

Display slats on all surfaces allow for inclusion of a number of fittings including cases of
any size, graphics panels and an easily up datable monitor can include video footage
streamed to it from a remote source. Clip on lighting allows for variable lighting effects.

